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navigator elite workflow

Navigator Elite Workflow is the premier offering 

in the Navigator GPS product line. Designed for 

prepress departments in need of no-nonsense, 

productive, economical solutions, Navigator Elite 

combines operator convenience with all the tools 

necessary to efficiently drive your work to the 

pressroom. Easy-to-use, powerful, flexible, and 

compatible with more than 250 output devices, 

Navigator Elite also gives you the full backing and 

support of Xitron. We build solutions based on 

customer’s needs, creating a lasting partnership for 

years to come.
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Navigator Elite Workflow 
Navigator Elite Workflow helps increase productivity, manage your work, and 
reduce costs. With an intuitive user interface, an operator is able to manage and 
control jobs from virtually any prepress workstation. Specific workflow sequences 
can be designated and stored, greatly reducing the opportunity for error. 

Navigator Elite Workflow includes PDF Creation and Preflighting, plus a robust Ink 
Remapping tool, providing a quick and easy way to eliminate or consolidate plates 
within a job. Scriptable Hot Folders allow jobs to be sorted automatically by the 
workflow based on job size or other criteria.

Also included is Dynagram’s powerful inpO2 Basic imposition solution. inpO2 
Basic allows you to increase your productivity with a powerful and scalable PDF 
imposition software, built right into the familiar environment of Acrobat 8. inpO2 
Basic provides the functions and features for commercial printers with PDF 
workflows (requires Adobe Acrobat 8 or higher.) RIP Manager’s Imposition Integrator 
option provides greater control over imposed jobs within the workflow. Optional 
upgrades to Professional and Complete are also available.

Options
We listen to our customers and offer the options that further assist in bring-
ing productivity to the prepress department. Whether you need a web-to-print 
interface, stochastic screening, a plug-in to drive a proofing device, an additional 
high resolution output or the ability to set the ink keys on your press, Xitron has a 
solution.

Support behind the Solution
Your investment in a Navigator Elite Workflow includes not only the software 
and interface, but the expertise to make this solution successful in your business. 
Xitron offers support contracts with assistance via email, telephone and even 
onsite when required. Using advanced Internet technology, Xitron’s technical 
specialists are able to diagnose and repair most problems remotely. 


